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EEK out your enemy and destroy him" is a maxim of warfare
which the Dominion of New Zealand, one of the independent

nations of the British Commonwealth, has in this war sought to
apply to the full. Ever since she came into World War II m
September 3, 1939, her policy has been one of attack.
The ]and of New Zealand, down in the South Pacific, was,
until the Japanese came into the war, a long way from the fighting
fronts. But the New Zealanders did not rest on any belief in the
false safety of distance. Instead, from the first days of the war they
have steadily sent their men overseas to meet the enemy close to
his own borders.
Though the population of New Zealand is only 1,641,000approximately the same as that of the states of Colorado and Idaho
-she has equipped and sent forces into action on fronts ranging as
far apart as Norway and the Solomons. Her troops have shared in
every land campaign of importance with the British forces except
the Battle of Flanders, and wherever possible her men have gone
in on the offensive and not merely the defensive.
At the start of the struggle New Zealand's war material was
scanty, but her manpower was first class. In 1939 her standing
army, for instance, numbered about 1,000 - all staff officers or
instructors. Her reserve forces were one partly-trained Division,
but from her farms and growing cities she could draw stocky,
hardened men of good physique. With them the New Zealand
Government set to work at once to prepare a force for service overseas; to extend the small navy; and to train up great numbers of
airmen for her own air force and also for the R.A.F.
They went into action quickly. Indeed, New Zealander gunners
can claim to have fired the first shot of this war fired by any member
of a British nation. Their gunfire halted a small ship which failed
to stop for examination outside W el1ington Harbor. Later they
learned they had fired just a few minutes after the declaration
of war.
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"Her war material was scanty, but her manpower was first class."
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N the European Theatre of War New Zealand made available
at once the only striking force which it had there. This was a
number of heavy Wellington bombers. They had been purchased
in England for the Royal New Zealand Air Force and crews were
standing by waiting to fly them out to New Zealand when the war
broke out. The bombers would be needed in New Zealand if Japan
eventually came into the war - but they were even more urgently
needed in Britain at once. The planes and the crews with them
were accordingly formed into No. 75 Bomber Squadron. They
trained intensively throughout the harsh winter of 1939-40 an<l
by the time of the Norwegian Campaign they were ready to go into
action. One of these bombers guided the Royal Navy into Narvik
for the action which destroyed the German destroyer flotilla there.
Others served over France during the battles against the invading
Nazi air force. After the fall of France No. 75 Squadron settled
down to what has become since the almost routine job of bombing
Germany - routine but always dangerous. By July 1942 the
Squadron had bombed over 100 separate targets in Germany, including Berlin nine times. Their pilots and crews have been
awarded 95 decorations. One of these was a Victoria Cross, the
highest honor which can be won by a fighting soldier in the British
Commonwealth. It was awarded to Sergeant Pilot J. A. Ward. He
crawled out onto the burning wing of a bomber over the North Sea
and beat out the flames with his hands.
Other New Zealanders have gone into the ranks of the Royal
Air Force. "Cobber" Kain, the first British ace of World War II,
who was one of the leaders of the first Hurricane Squadron which
served in the Battle of France, was a New Zealander.
Early in 1940 the First Echelon of New Zealand troops arrived
in Egypt. They at once started arduous desert training. When Italy
declared war in June 1940 New Zealanders formed the fabled
patrols of the Long Range Desert Group. These were small bands
of men who penetrated in trucks far behind the enemy lines in
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"N umber 75 Bomber Squadron bombed over one hundred separate targets in Germany."

" ... arduous desert training."

Courtesy of LIFE Magazine
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,.l T sea, the New Zealand Cruiser ' 'Achilles" took part in the first
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naval battle of any importance in the war. In mid-December

1939, the " Achilles" was cruising off the South American coast in
company with two British cruisers, the " Exeter" and the " Ajax,"
when they encountered the German Pocket Battleship " Graf Spee."
With what the German Commander called "incredible audacity",
the cruisers closed to short range to overcome the inequality in gun
power. They drove the "Graf Spee" into Montevideo Harbor,
where the Germans scuttled her rather than face further battle.
When Britain was threatened with invasion in 1940, New
Zealand diverted part of her Expeditionary Force from the Middle
East to England. They formed one of the few equipped and trained
formations in Britain during the critical days that followed Dunkirk. They were posted near Maidstone in Kent throughout the
months when invasion seemed imminent. Their role was to counterattack any German forces which should secure a landing across
the Channel. They had, too, a tonic effect on morale. The sight
of the New Zealanders, easily recognizable in their peaked hats,
" ... helped to sink the German Pocket Battleship 'Graf Spee'."

marching along the lanes of southern England side by side with
Australians and Canadians cheered and encouraged the British in
those dark days.
Meanwhile in the Middle East, General Sir Archibald W avell

just the way Lawrence of Arabia had carried out his raids in the

was preparing to launch the first offensive against the Italians, who
had already invaded Egypt as far as Sidi Barrani. The New Zealand

last war. They made the first motor journeys across the great Sarni

troops did not yet number a full division so they were not em-

Sea, which had been considered to be impassable. They broke up
Italian communications, smashed the Italian air fields which linked

ployed as fighting units. They were, however, given a number of

Libya with Abyssinia, and on one occasion traveled right across

in the Second World War.New Zealand truck drivers were assigned
to carry Indian infantry up to the edge of the Italian fortifications

Africa to Lake Chad destroying Italian forces on the way. One New
Zealander of the L.R.D.G., Trooper Moore, who was the sole sur-

for the attack on the camps around Sidi Barrani. But they were

vivor of a patrol which was ambushed and had its trucks destroyed.

not content to remain as mere drivers in their first battle.

tramped 210 miles in 10 days without food and without boots to a
French outpost in Equatorial Africa.
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specialists' jobs in the offensive - the first the British carried out

When the attack ran into difficulty they seized their rifles,
jumped from their trucks and joined in.
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" ... the morning of May 20, 1941 on Crete."

"They fought at Olympus •.• "

By March 1941, New Zealand had, however, a full Division in
the Middle East and her troops could take part in their first fullscale battle. They were sent up as the spearhead of the British
Expeditionary Force into the mountains of Greece to meet the
German invasion. The New Zealand Government agreed wholeheartedly to this use of their troops to implement the guarantee to
the Greeks. The force had no easy baptism of fire. At Olympus,
Thermopylae and Marathon the New Zealanders fought some of
the bitterest rear-guard actions of the war, working their guns
under constant air attack with practically no protection from their
own planes at all, for these were the days when only a handful of
R.A.F. planes could be spared for Greece. The New Zealand troops
were under the command of Major General (now Lieutenant General) Sir Bernard C. Frey berg, V. C. When, after the campaign in
Greece, two New Zealand brigades were sent to Crete, General Freyberg was given command of all British forces. He was
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told that the situation in the Middle East was so desperate that
Crete must be defended to the last.
On May 20. 1941 came the air-borne attack on the island - the
first solely air-borne invasion in history. For twelve days the New
Zealanders fought with rrieagre equipment and inadequate supplies
against the Germans around Maleme Airdrome. They and the other
" ... destroyed the bulk of the famous Nazi Seventh Flying Division."

The whole attempt to link up with Tobruk was endangered.
The New Zealanders were rushed to Rezegh Ridge and after four
days of bitter fighting cut a corridor through to Tobruk. Rommel, alarmed at this development, broke off the drive he had
started into Egypt and turned back against the New Zealanders.
On the terrible field of Sidi Rezegh two New Zealand brigades
fought the 15th and 21st Armored Divisions throughout the closing
days of November. Finally the Germans secured the Ridge. The
effort had, however, been so costly, particularly among their infantry, decimated by the New Zealand bayonet attacks, that they
withdrew and Tobruk was liberated.
During this battle, men of the 21st New Zealand Battalion cap" .. . battled with the Panzer Army."

troops on Crete destroyed, often in deadly night bayonet attacks,
the bulk of the famous Nazi 7th Flying Division. But in the end,

tured the first German general to be taken by the British in this
war, General von Ravenstein. The battle of Sidi Rezegh was hardly
finished before news came to New Zealand that Japan had attacked
Pearl Harbor. Any false safety of distance had disappeared.

lack of equipment and of air support forced the British to evacuate
to Egypt.
.B ut they had not fought in vain. The German air-borne .Division had been so badly mauled that Hitler had to cancel his orders
for it to move on into Syria and Iraq.
Back in Egypt, the New Zealanders had little rest. The Middle
East was short of troops and Rommel was already at Halfaya Pass
threatening Egypt, besieging Tobruk. In the '"Crusader" offensive
of November 1941, which was mounted to relieve Tobruk and
smash Rommel in Cyrenaica, the New Zealanders were given at
first the role of cutting off the German fortress positions at Ralfaya
and Bardia. They did this and the two fortresses ultimately yielded
over 10,000 prisoners.
But another more dangerous task was suddenly thrust on them.
On Sidi Rezegh, a low ridge which was the key to the Tobruk
defences, British and South African units had been defeated by
Rommel's tanks.
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" ... the terrible field af Sidi Rezegh ."

""Seek out the en emy and destroy him'."
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HE war in the Pacific had started. Now there seemed little
need for New Zealanders to go overseas to meet their enemies.

One by one they saw the outlying bastions that lay between them
and the Japanese falling - Singapore, the Dutch East Indies, the
Philippines, Wake Island, much of New Guinea and the Solomons.
New Zealand for the first time in her history was threatened with
direct invasion. But still the policy of going out to meet the enemy
was adhered to. In Malaya, New Zealand airmen had formed part
of the scanty air defences of Singapore and an Airdrome Construction Unit had worked on the Malaya Peninsula. In Fiji and the
other Pacific islands, New Zealand troops who had been acting a~
garrisons there ever since the early days of 1940 were reinforced
and strengthened. New Zealand aircraft intensified their patrols

" . .. patrols along th eir own coastline."

along their own coastline and over the South Sea Islands.
The Government had to face a decision about its Expeditionary
Force in the Middle East. If New Zealand were invaded those men
seasoned in the hard fighting of 1941 would be invaluable. On the
other hand, shipping was scarce and the New Zealand Expeditionary Force was the best trained desert division in the Middle East.
Military experts pointed out that whatever New Zealand's immediate danger, her troops might be needed more urgently in Egypt and
Libya. The New Zealand Government, therefore, decided to take
the risk of keeping its force abroad.
To form the armies necessary for New Zealand's defense at
home complete mobilization was carried out. At the end of 1942
more than one man out of every three of military age was under
arms. All men up to the age of 45, regardless of whether they were
married or had children, were called up for the armed forces or
placed in essential industry. Older men were enrolled in the Home
Guard. This gives New Zealand forces which, in proportion to
population, are equivalent to a United States Army, Navy, and
Air Force of a strength of 13,000,000 men and a Home Guard of
8,000,000 men.
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" ..• older men were enrolled."

When the Japanese pressed down towards the Solomons, the
few anti-aircraft guns which New Zealand possessed were sent from
positions around her own cities to protect the vital airfields in Fiji.
At home the country worked night and day to get ports, camps
and airdromes ready so that New Zealand might serve as a base
from which United Nations forces could stage a counter-attack
against the Japanese. In August 1942 that counter-attack began.
United States Marines, many of whom had carried out their
final training on the beaches of New Zealand, landed on Guadalcanal Island and captured the airfield. By October, New Zealand
flyers had gone to join the Americans at Henderson Field and New
Zealand troops moved into New Caledonia and other islands to
join United States forces for any ultimate counter-offensive.
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" .•• hunted down and destroyed Axis raiders in the Indian Ocean."

" •.. the Victoria Cross was won by Sergeant Pilot J. A. Ward."

Two small New Zealand minesweepers took a direct part in the
Solomons battle at sea by sinking a Japanese submarine which they
caught off Guadalcanal. The submarine was heavily loaded with
troops. Forced to the surface by depth charges, it was shelled and
finally rammed three times by one of the minesweepers.
Meanwhile, New Zealanders had got as far afield as Russia. No
New Zealand units were sent there, but Wing Commander Ramsbottom-Isherwood, a New Zealander in the Royal Air Force, was
placed in charge of the first R.A.F. Forces sent to help the Soviet in
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UT these were small actions. In the smnmer of 1942, however,
came the greatest land battles which New Zealand had so far

fought in this war. On the fateful 13th of June in which Rommel
in one day wiped out the British tank strength in North Africa,
raced on to take Tobruk and advanced into Egypt, the New Zealand
Division was still in Syria. They were rushed down from the mountains in trucks, traveling 1,200 miles across Palestine and the Sinai
Desert in ten days and put straight into ac6on in the Western
Desert. At Minquar Quaim, south of Matruh, the New Zealand
Division found itself alone, covering the Eighth Army's retreat to
the El Alamein position which was hastily being prepared in the
r ear. Rommel attacked five times in one day against two New Zealand Brigades. The attacks were beaten off, but General Freyherg
", • .'perhaps decisive in stemming a great retreat'."

their battle in 1941. He led his Hurricane Squadrons with such
dash that he was awarded the Order of Lenin by the U.S.S.R.
In Britain purely New Zealand Fighter Reconnaissance and
Torpedo Squadrons were now serving alongside No. 75 Bomber
Squadron. By the end of 1942 in all the R.A.F. commands there
were squadrons manned entirely by New Zealanders.
At sea, the cruiser "Leander," a sister ship of the "Achilles,"
took part in the Syrian Campaign, bombarding the coast road to
protect Australian troops advancing against the Vichy forces. She
was then sent into the Indian Ocean where she hunted down and
destroyed Axis raiders. In addition, New Zealand sailors by this
time were manning a merchant cruiser and an increasing number
of patrol vessels and minesweepers.

In the Balkans, the evacuation of Crete had not extinguished
the last New Zealand resistance. For months small New Zealand
parties held out in the hills of Greece and Crete with Greek guerrillas.
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" ..• hammering with heavy guns.''

counter-attack, hammering with heavy guns and every weapon
they had.
In August they were inspected in their front-line positions by
Winston Churchill. He describ ed the Division as a "ball of fire,"
and he said its action had been " p erhaps decisive in stemming a
great retreat."
El Alamein held and at last the New Zealanders could pass
from the defensive to the offensive. Their Division was assigned
once again a leading role. Its infantry had the task of breaking into
the German positions so that the British tanks could pass through
the minefields and engage the enemy. This they did late in October.
In another bayonet attack at night, in the greenish light of the
desert moon and in the glare of the greatest barrage that has ever
been laid down in the desert, they made the gap.

" ••• they possed to the offensive."

"From the defensive •.• "

was wounded and the position surrounded. But at night the New
Zealanders attacked with bayonets. A breach was made in the
enemy encirclement. Through this the transport of the New Zealand Division poured carrying out the bulk of the troops.
Back on the El Alamein line they fought throughout the blazing heat of July and August, carrying out counter-attack after
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The New Zealanders were then grouped with two British Ar-

At home, in the same spirit, the New Zealand people have at-

mored Divisions into the 10th Corps. For the first time the Eighth

tacked the problems of war and have worked long hours to produce

Army had weapons which were as good if not better than the

food for England and, under Reverse Lend-Lease, for United States

Germans. " This thunderbolt" as Churchill called the 10th Corps

forces in the South Pacific. They have. too, manufactured muni-

hurJed itself against Rommel's tanks at El A lamein, smashed the

tions and war equipment of many types for their own use and for

Afrika Corps, raced forward to capture Halfaya Pass in a few

the United Nations. In this spirit of attack they will pass on until

minutes, hit Rommel's rearguard at Agheila and led the way into
Tripoli.

complete victory is achieved. until the enemy is sought out for the
last time, and finally destroyed. and a way is open for peace.

" ... smashed the Afrika Korps.'.'

